
GOLD PACKAGE 
JOINTLESS SUPERFLAT  
HIPERPOLISHED FLOOR

BUILDING A CONCRETE FUTURE

INTRODUCTION 
CBS Middle East’s Gold package gives you 
incredible properties superior above and 
beyond the rest of the market. 

In addition to our industry leading QA, Safety, and 
Installation procedures, this package employs the 
process of grinding, densifying, and polishing to finish 
your floor. This comprehensive method offers numerous 
virtues that significantly improve the functionality 
and aesthetics of your concrete floor above even our 
dryshake floors.

The system we use for warehouses is the Husquavana 
Hipertrowel Base System, which comes with a 10 year 
Warranty. See overleaf for further details.

Harder Surface with Increased Impact 
Resistance

Denser Surface for Enhanced Durability Easily 
Surpasses Abrasion Resistance AR0.5

Aesthetically Pleasing Surface with a more 
Uniform Finish

Flatter, Smoother Finish with Anti-Slip 
Properties

Easier to Clean Water-Resistant Surface, Sealed 
and Densified Surface

More Stain-Resistant Surface with Fewer Tire 
Marks and Blemishes

No Chance of Delamination and Unsightly 
Repairs

Environmentally Greener than Alternatives 
(Reduced use of Cement uses Less Carbon  
than Equivalent Finish)

Increased Light Reflection for Safety and 
Reduced Energy Costs

Zero Vertically Protruding Fibres 
due to Grinding Process
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HUSQVARNA ACCREDITED CONTRACTOR
The Husqvarna Accredited 
Contractor Network is a curated list 
of professional contractors, who 
have been trained by Husqvarna and 
demonstrated constant, high-quality 
HIPERFLOOR® and HIPERTROWEL™ 
outcomes.

Husqvarna Accredited Contractors have access 
to the latest tooling technology, and are the first 
to implement updates to the HIPERFLOOR® 
system processes.

HIPERFLOOR® 10 Year Warranty
Husqvarna Accredited Contractors are the only 
contractors that can have their work warranted 
by Husqvarna. This means the concrete has 
been treated with the HIPERFLOOR® and 
HIPERTROWEL™ chemicals, and ground with 
Husqvarna diamond tools under Husqvarna 
planetary grinders or concrete trowels.

The polished concrete surface will not fade, dull 
or yellow, as long as ongoing cleaning and care 
is carried out according to the HIPERFLOOR® 
Maintenance Guide.

HIPER POLISHED CONCRETE VS DRYSHAKE
Hiper Polished Benefits Vs Dryshake Problems

Aesthetics Looks better and more expensive Looks just like normal finished concrete

Avoid finish variation, all finish equally smooth Colour and finish more variable

Virtually no delamination or repairs and any 
future repairs blend in more

Repairs and delamination repairs highly visible

Functionality Wears better, 2x more AR resistance than 
normal concrete

Only slight wearing benefit over normal concrete

Reflects more light Duller

Far less porous and more stain resistant More porous, stains easier

No protruding fibres, guaranteed! Protruding fibres and holes from removed fibres

Flatter floor, harder floor Less flat

Permanent dust free Sealer will wear and dust over time

Environmental Uses less cement therefore less CO2 Heavy CO2 usage as dry shake production very 
energy intensive

Less deliveries and movement of materials Transportation, delivery and offload fuel usage high

Less light requirement Duller and less reflective floor

Less wastage and packaging Wasted bags, spoiled material and over order

Programme Less snagging and ongoing repairs Risk of delay and ongoing repairs, remains for first 
12 months

Installation time virtually the same

More flexibility on finishing times, laying 
polishing can be done in same time window

Laying and finishing must be supervised 24 hours, 
finishing must follow immediately after laying

Safety No dust in finishing process, all water 
supressed

Very dusty finishing process with shed full of 
carcinogenic dust

Risk of lung and eye damage for all operative in the 
shed

Guarantee Husquavana guaranteed for 10 years


